Seal Secrets

Activity 1: Draw a seal in its natural environment
Create a picture of a seal. Where does it live? Think about other
animals that might share the seals home. What does the landscape
look like? Are there any plants?
You could draw your picture on the computer or tablet, or use
paper. When you’ve finished your picture, ask an adult to help you
send it to your teacher.

Activity 2: Let’s find out about seals!
Explore the links below to find out
more about our Australian fur seals

Activity 3: Features
Using the information you have discovered
identify 4 features on this seal that help it
survive.

Whiskers: can sense
movement, sound and
electricity in water

Activity 4: Environment
One of the biggest threats to our Australian fur seals are entanglements in marine debris. Choose one of the items
below and create a graphic showing how it ends up entangling a seal. You might draw a comic, a timeline, a life
cycle for the item or any other image that explains the story of how that item became entangled on a seal.
Think about what the item was first used for, how it travelled to the seal, and how the seal became stuck.
Finish with a message telling people what they can do to prevent this from happening again!

Plastic Shopping Bag

Fishing Line

Balloon and Ribbon

Activity 5: Seal Spotter
Now that you know about Australian fur seals and the problems they face with marine debris, get ready to become a
citizen scientist! SealSpotter allows anyone with a computer to help with the management and protection of our
oceans by counting seals in images captured with a UAV (a.k.a 'drone'). This allows Nature Parks scientists to
analyse seal population and marine debris entanglement data faster and more accurately, leading to a greater
understanding of their world and the threats they face.

Click below and watch the tutorial video to get started!

